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THE DEERING PONY BINDER.

From the earliest days of the
manufacture of harvesting machines
there has been a demand for a ma-
chine of light weight and light
draft that would handle the heavi-
est crops that grew. Farmers,
dealers and manufacturers all seem
to have a keen realization of the
fact that the prevailing machines
were necessarily heavy in weight
and heavy in draft. Many attempts
to make a light weight machine
have foiled owing to the fact that
there was net sufficient care taken

Imitations Have Stubby Roller's at Buds
of Shafts Only.

in the study of the weight and
strain under which a machine works,
and owing to the fact that the at-

tempt was made to lighten in weight
without simplifying in design.
Farmers also recognized the fact
that there was a great economy lost
in the great height to which the
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construction than the elevator bind-
er was practicable.

Recognizing this fact, the Deer-
ing Harvester Co., of Chicago, de-
cided to make an elevator binder
that would be light in weight, light
in draft and that would lift the
grain to the least height possible.
Experiments were carried on for a
number of years, and finally the
Deering Pony Binder was evolved
in 1892. This machine weighs two
or three hundred pounds less than
other binders, and lifts the grain
only 26 inches from the platform to
the top of the elevators, in-
stead of 3 or 4 feet as did
ether binders. Net satis-
fied with the saving of draft
accomplished here, the Deer-
ing Company equipped this
machine with roller and
ball bearings, placing two
sets of itHer bearings so
that they cover the entire
hub of the train wheel, two
sets ef roller bearings so
that they cover the entire
surfai c of contact of rcai 1

rear sha 1, with a ball bear -
ii g c.l tile end of this shaft
w here a washer is ordinar-
ily used to take up the end
thrust of the bevel gear.

At first the farmers were
inclined to look upon this
machine as too light, but
one harvest after another demon-
strated to them that, though light,
it was as capable and as durable as
the heaviest of them, and that, in
fact, its very lightness of weight
added to its working power, because
so little power was exerted in carry-
ing about a dead load of steel and
iron, and so little power exerted in

tical demonstration of its possibili-
ties as well as shown the method of
applying roller and ball bearings.
That year, and for the next two
years, the other manufacturers of
harvesting machines used all the in-
fluence of their large force of can-
vassers, and spent thousands upon
thousands of dollars in advertising
in the public press to attempt to •

convince farmers that Deering ball
and roller bearings were "danger-
ous complications," apparently be-
lieving that that policy would l)e

cheaper than to go to the very great

Dccritts Roller Bearings Cover the Entire Sur-

face of the Main Wheel Axle.

expense of applying such bearings
to their own machines. The play
was a bold one. But it failed. And
today one after another of the har-
vesting machine companies is com-
ing out with imitations of the Deer-
ing roller bearings, none, however,
having gotten to the stage of imi-
tating or adopting in any way a ball

grain had to be lifted from the
ground to the binding receptacle,
and for that reason the patent office
records are full of all sorts of low
down and platform binders. Fin-
ally the attempt to do away with
the elevators was abandoned, and
the manufacturers of harvesting
machines became thoroughly im-
bued with the idea that no other

keeping because it is so fashioned
that to the greatest possible degree
the power exerted by the team is
utilized in doing the work for which
a harvester is intended.

In the exhibit of the Deering
Company at the World's Fair at
Chicago in 1893, the Deering Pony
Binder was shown and tens of thou-
sands of visitors were given prac-

Recent Imitations ofiDceri«Ks Contain No Roller or Ball Bearing at all on this Important Shaft.

bearing. The binders with imita-
tions of the Deering roller bearings
simply have two small roller bear-
ings in the main wheel only where
they are most cheaply applied, and
where they do, as a matter of fact,
the least good. The main wheel of
a harvester revolves but slowly, and
while roller bearings properly ap-
plied will reduce draft somewhat,


